Eli Lilly is a pharmaceutical company that was created in 1876 by Colonel Eli Lilly. This company aims to improve people’s quality of life by providing different medications to treat different illnesses. The company’s values include integrity, excellence, and respect for people. There are many IT related jobs available at Eli Lilly & Company, such as: Java developer, front end web developer, business integrator, and so on.

PetSmart is a company that provides goods and products to meet the needs of countless different species of animals. This company also has actual animals that can be adopted by shoppers. PetSmart believes that pets make us better people and they are dedicated to making the lives of pets and pet owners better. Some IT jobs offered at this company include, different marketing jobs, purchasing merchandise, and customer analyst.

MedPro Group is an insurance company that provides liability insurance to healthcare professionals. This company aims to maintain the positive reputations of these professionals, while also keeping the patient’s best interest in focus. In relation to IT positions, MedPro Group offers careers such as business analyst, Java developer, and cyber security analyst. This company provides coverage in all fifty states with the ability to individualize the insurance care based on who is being insured.

Is the morale of the work environment favorable on a day to day basis?
How long is the average time that employees stay working at said company?
How does said company claim to make life better for its consumers?
A security and privacy consultant ensures that the business they are working for is secure from any hackers or viruses. A privacy consultant is familiar with different security risks associated with owning a business, and has the knowledge to implement methods to avoid these risks. After the risks are assessed, a security and privacy consultant will suggest a program to keep the company safer.

A business analyst determines what a company needs in regards to technology. A business analyst also uses technology to solve problems for businesses. They define which type of technology the specific business needs, what the company’s business model is, and determine the IT requirements. Someone with this career will also help a business increase its sales by analyzing and implementing solutions as to what the business can do to be more successful.